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ABSTRACT

We use high-qualityK2 light curves for hundreds of stars in the Pleiades to better understand the angular
momentum evolution and magnetic dynamos of young low-mass stars. TheK2 light curves provide not only
rotational periods but also detailed information from the shape of the phased light curve that was not available in
previous studies. A slowly rotating sequence begins at��V Ks 0( ) �� �1.1 (spectral type F5) and ends at

��V Ks 0( ) �� �3.7 (spectral type K8), with periods rising from� 2 to � 11 days in that interval. A total of�52% of the
Pleiades members in that color interval have periods within 30% of a curve de� ning the slow sequence; the slowly
rotating fraction decreases signi� cantly redward of ��V Ks 0( ) �= �2.6. Nearly all of the slow-sequence stars show
light curves that evolve signi� cantly on timescales less than theK2 campaign duration. The majority of the FGK
Pleiades members identi� ed as photometric binaries are relatively rapidly rotating, perhaps because binarity
inhibits star–disk angular momentum loss mechanisms during pre-main-sequence evolution. The fully convective
late M dwarf Pleiades members(5.0 < ��V Ks 0( ) < 6.0) nearly always show stable light curves, with little spot
evolution or evidence of differential rotation. During pre-main-sequence evolution from� 3 Myr (NGC 2264 age)
to � 125 Myr (Pleiades age), stars of 0.3M� shed about half of their angular momentum, with the fractional change
in period between 3 and 125 Myr being nearly independent of mass for fully convective stars. Our data also suggest
that very low mass binaries form with rotation periods more similar to each other and faster than would be true if
drawn at random from the parent population of single stars.
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1. INTRODUCTION

TheKeplermain mission produced multiyear light curves for
> 100,000 low-mass stars with exquisite precision and unprece-
dented cadence and duration. Those light curves were primarily
designed to identify exoplanet transits and to determine the
frequency of terrestrial planets around low-mass host stars. The
mission was remarkably successful, identifying hundreds of
now-con� rmed exoplanets(Batalha 2014) and thousands of
additional exoplanet candidates(Rowe et al.2015).

In addition to the main exoplanet science, the high quality and
long duration of theKepler light curves enabled many other
types of science, including(among others) astroseismology(e.g.,
Aguirre et al.2014), the identi� cation and characterization of
eclipsing binary stars(e.g., Prsa et al.2011), rotation periods for
low-mass� eld stars(e.g., McQuillan et al.2014), the frequency
of super� ares in solar-mass stars(Maehara et al.2012), the
identi� cation of long-lived clouds in the atmosphere of an L

dwarf (Gizis et al.2015), quantifying how clouds and latitudinal
differential rotation affect the optical light curves of ice-giant
planets (Simon et al. 2016), and active galactic nucleus
reverberation�mapping (e.g., Pei et al.2014). However, the
� xed position in the sky of the originalKepler� eld meant that a
number of science topics amenable to study with high-quality
light curves were only minimally addressed, or not at all.

K2, the extendedKepler mission (Howell et al. 2014),
represents an unexpected opportunity to target additional
locations in the Galaxy for speci� c science goals. One
particular science topic that greatly bene� ts from the newK2
mission is the study of rotation and rotation-related phenomena
in young, low-mass stars. The originalKepler � eld contained
no star-forming regions and no young(age �- 1 Gyr) open
clusters. TheK2 � elds were speci� cally designed to provide
light curves for a sample of nearby, young pre-main-sequence
(PMS) stars(Upper Sco and Taurus) and light curves for stars
in several nearby, young open clusters(Pleiades, M35, Hyades,
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